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About This Content

The soundtrack for Cursed Sight, a visual novel about our struggle against fate. After purchasing and downloading the
soundtrack, players will be able to listen to the tracks using Steam's music player.

Composer: Efe Tozan

Tracks list:
1. Cursed Sight
2. Menu theme
3. East Taria

4. Treasure of the East
5. Treasure of the East (piano)

6. The Bellstress
7. The Bellstress (piano)

8. Fooling around
9. East Tarian King

10. Bliss
11. Bliss (piano)
12. The unknown

13. The unknown (piano)
14. Burden

15. Burden (piano)
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16. West Taria
17. Treasure of the West

18. Stakes
19. Warrior soul

20. Miracle
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This game is pretty much worth the $5 I payed for it. Despite the fact that the online has no players and you can complete the
story in a 4 hour sitting, this game is a fun dungeon crawler that runs well and plays well. This game is also pretty great for
people who love games that are splitscreen co-op, like me.

Honestly, I'd like to see more players online on this game. I could not find a single server, and if you're looking to sell\/collect
trading cards, it looks like only 4 or so people have them up for sale. This makes some cards 35 cents and nobody's gonna buy it.
I'm hoping that this game gets more attention and sales so the playerbase isn't looking like a few hundred people who only beat
the story and that's it.. Piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 so many \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bugs!!!! good
game but dont download it from steam if u want to play the game. this pack is pretty useless! if i could refund
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i would! just get the lures out of pumpkins and the rods u already have are
guaranteed to be better than the ones in this pack. Getting this pack aint going to make it any easier to get halloween fish coz the
rates are garbage! just more ways for them to make money! FIX YOUR GAME!. Simple and surprisingly fun if you have a lot
of friends over.. Well..what can i say that isn't in other peoples reviews already? probably nothing other than , unlike a lot of
Choice of Games writers\/devs whom seem to atleast skim the steam forums the dev\/writer for this one seems to ignore
theirs...though i'm also the only one who created a post on it so..yeah...

The story itself - i haven't played for awhile i'm just making a review on a whim.

Was okay , i liked it though i felt it tried to hard to play on the cliche 'villain' school in that it made you sound like you were
training to be a villain in a movie, more than an actual 'villain'.

with frequent references to how in the firing range your goal, an that of your minions was actually to 'miss' a lot - storm trooper
style!. and most of the story seemed to not really know where it wanted to end up.

i've only played through it once..and i can't really say its teh best Choice of Games game i've played but its far from the worst. it
definitely needs some touch ups\/edits to make it stand out more, and to give you more of a "i'm a villain in training" feel.

but hopefully the writer will improve this , and add another story because all in all i did want to continue the story when it
reached the 'finished' point..which seemed a little abrupt , in that it made it sound like it was intending to continue on but...then
took me to the "enter your information to be updated of our future releases" .

so i feel that this story may have been published a little early. i do recommend it since i did enjoy it when i played\/read it. but it
definitely needs polish.. Beautiful level design, no doubt about it. But not really all that much game. A significant portion of it
has to be running to the right. Also yeah, we get it guy, your kid is dead and you drink a lot of absinthe (the game constantly
reminds you if you ever manage to forget).. Ok this is a new released TD game and i did first 3 zones and its still dumpster ive
played most TD's every things clunky in this its kind of pathetic you expect a decent TD but ya dont... like strategy really? u can
only put towers in like 5 spots a map.. this is utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 i dont even know how that deluded
description of this game came into existance. hopefully it refunds. this is junk. its 2017;. Just got the game. Having played
Ashes of Kanaka, I am excited to pick up the game to get a chance to go back into the Ashes Universe. I want to try this game
out to see of I can get pulled into the atmosphere and get a great experience.

Can't wait to get started!. it's an ok game for what it is i bought it for 1.50 it reminds me of audiotune but with bejeweled put in
it.its a plus that you get to play it with your music.. This game is a unique idea and a lot of fun. It's simple, yet intense at times.
If the "baby mode" is too easy, then the hardcore mode unlocked after that definitely takes the cake. The puzzles aren't difficult
until hardcore. It's about speed under pressure more than difficulty of the "puzzle". Can you handle it? lol

Here's a video of gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/dBqlcNeMco0
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Usually I am not into "story rich" games, but this is one of those exceptions to the rule. I have finished the game, only found 8
recipes (I know now why, thanks to the great guide), and will replay the game so I can get hold of all 10 recipes.

This is such a fun and entertaining game, with lovely graphics and colours, and a wonderful set of characters. I highly
recommend this game to anyone who likes to play a relaxed game.
. So I kind of bought this game on a whim, and let me say, I am NOT disappointed!

The gameplay is a very solid, tight knit, twin stick shooter with a unique boosting mechanic. The pacing, is fresh and frantic,
with different enemy types and an ever changing arena.

The morphing arena is brilliant and really switches up the gameplay and your overall strategy. One minute your in an expansive
room, the next your rubbing shoulders against the wall. I love it.

The sounds and visuals are very crisp, with satisfying sound effects when you fire your weapon. And the music is good too,
however I do wish there were more tracks.

Overall I love this game, and it is CRIMINALLY UNDERATED! I wish more people knew about this game, because I think it
would be a nice addition to the other twin stick shooters. With a multitude of game modes, achievements, and local coop, I will
be spending a lot of time on Trigonarium.

9\\10
. I have just tried this out, as a matter of fact, I'm writing this review inside of the application. So far it seems pretty solid. The
multi-windows view mode works fine except for the fact when I want to view windows on my second desktop. When either
selecting new desktop windows, or new desktop shard and click desktop 2 the application crashes. Everything does however
work on desktop 2. I enjoyed using the note feature which allowed me to create a little sticky note where I could put anywhere I
wanted. The camera passthrough mode is also a nice addition. Overall it seems that this application is very customizable from
wallpapers to models. It also has this cool little feature in the settings tab where you can use your controller as a magnifying
glass so when you're far away from the monitor it makes text and desktop a little bigger so you can read what's on the screen.
There is also a feature to browse your filesystem. So far the app seems to work very fine. Other applications such as big screen,
and a few others use on average more resouces then this program does. On average for me, it uses around 5% of my CPU.
I7-4790k. Moving windows inside the virtual enviroment is intuitive. It also has various different default scenes you can pick
from. Considering this application is free, I would at least recommend trying it out and see how it works for you. This program
unlike some others seems to work for me so far despite low time played.. ENG:

This is all well and good and functional restaurant simulation game. I've played the previous game version, when I own it. The
game is easy to learn and be able to play with this a while. The game is playing by the worm can be difficult and boring at first,
like a dictionary to learn things as tutorials will be a bit difficult to follow. I recommend the game anyway. :3

FIN:

T\u00e4m\u00e4 on ihan hyv\u00e4 ja toimiva ravintola simulaatiopeli. Olen pelannut edellist\u00e4 peli versiota kun omistin
sen. Peli on helppo oppia ja t\u00e4t\u00e4 jaksaa pelata tovin. Peli\u00e4 pelaamatomalla voi olla hankalaa ja
tyls\u00e4\u00e4 aluksi opetella erillaiset asiat, koska tutoriaalit tahtoo olla v\u00e4h\u00e4n hankalia seurata. Suosittelen
peli\u00e4 joka tapauksessa. :3. This is a difficult game for me to review. I'm still confused on what exactly you're supposed to
do. I think there is a specific set of actions one needs to advance "the story." But whatever it is, I missed it completely after
searching around for 50 minutes and not being able to get the teleport \/warp \/ wormhole to work. I don't even know if it's
supposed to work, but it seems like it from the store page video.

However, the game is just clunky. That's a flaw in it's Early Access state. I hope it becomes clearer in a future update on what
you're supposed to be doing. The tutorial bot has issues. I had to restart the game just to get it to function properly. Then it went
away (never to return again?). Is this game a puzzle game or an episodic game? I didn't get any story. Is there a story
somewhere?

I liked the VR environment. It has nice graphics. I liked that you have locomotions options, including a full smooth turning
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option and you can even set how fast you walk. I like that you have sound and visual options. When the tutorial bot does work, I
like how the button on your touch controllers are highlighted.

I don't like how trigger is used to grab stuff. The grab button goes unused. When you grab stuff it feels clunky. There are these
tanks that seem like the fit in the warp drive or teleporter or whatever that thing is, I tried multiple times to fit these tanks into
the open container slot, but the tank just crashed against the edges multiple times. It took many attempts before I could fit it in,
and then after all that effort, nothing.  insert TWSS joke here I saw the computer needed passwords in the control room, but
inputting numbers was cumbersome. I have no idea if the numeric codes are somewhere in the game. It was too clunky for me
to even want to try to find them.

There is a gun range. You can shoot targets or drones. The whole thing feels clunky. From aiming, to shooting, to reloading your
weapons, to the target themselves. Nothing seemed polish.

I only paid .99 cents. This may be worth way more than .99 cents if the devs fix all these issues and assuming there is a story
here. If you're the gambling type, I think this game is worthy of purchase. It seems like the devs are responsive to queries and
like they are working hard on this game. So I will give a very tepid recommendation.

Rating 5\/10 could be a great game + deal someday

. I'd recommend it if you like mazes. $1 for 50 mazes you can complete in about 45-60 minutes. (may last longer if you get it
for a younger family member) Easy achievements for achievement hunters as well. The ball controll leaves a bit to be desired.
Quite floaty and hard to make sharp turns.
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